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Meet the Family The Military Machine Last days at Vindolanda New beginnings
Children are introduced to a real family that 

lived in a fort called Vindolanda near Hadrian’s 

wall in approximately AD100. Children learn the 

basic rules for Latin. They learn about artefacts 

found in Vindolanda and that Roman’s 

celebrated birthdays and had parties. They 

learn to sing Happy Birthday in Latin and use 

greetings. This chapter helps children learn 

social norms including celebrating birthdays. 

Discuss the role of historian and archaeologist. 

The historical aspect of this chapter is the 

Roman army and concentrates on further verbs 

in the form of commands and orders. Children 

are exposed to idea of taking commands from a 

superior, and potential links to armed forces 

future career pathway.

The family prepares to leave Vindolanda. Now 

that Flavius is leaving, all the soldiers are taking 

part in a big parade: they are saying goodbye to 

him and to his family. After the parade, Flavius 

gives his soldiers some surprising orders. 

Children consider an armed forces potential 

future career path.

Lepidina decides to return to Cataractonium to 

help Flavia when the baby arrives. She is closely 

followed by the rest of the family.  Rufus is very 

interested in the twins. Flavius tells him the 

story of the most famous twins in Roman 

history – Romulus and Remus. This chapter 

focuses on new life – children consider the 

impact of having children on their futures.
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Food, glorious food! Clean and Healthy Iulius joins the army Times for some Greek
The family are hosting the Governor of Britain 

for a special dinner. The role of a farmer in 

creating dinner.

This chapter is based around the Roman baths, 

health and exercise.. This topic focuses on 

positive mental health and wellbeing. 

This chapter describes the Roman army and the 

emperor Trajan. Lessons will discuss the 

feelings of Iulius, who is about to go on a long 

journey to Dacia and will not see his family for a 

long time. Cultural capital focus of resilience 

when working away from home.

Flavius has decided that it is time for Rufus to 

learn Greek. Corinthus has found an expert 

teacher who lives in Eboracum. When learning 

about imperfect tense, children will discover 

Roman seafaring and the oracle at Delphi. 

Demetrius tells his story of his voyage around 

the Western Isles of Scotland. Children consider 

impact of travel on their lifestyle.
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Work, work, work A Soldier’s Life On the move Wonderful Days!
This chapter we learn about traditional jobs, 

including slavery. Children learn about how 

mutual respect has changed throughout the 

years through the topic of slavery. Showing 

equal rights are present. 
. Children begin to learn about place and 

position through the day in the life of the 

soldier. Children consider an armed forces 

potential future career path.

The family have finished packing their 

belongongs. They set off on their journey in a 

covered wagon. Flavius rides in front and he has 

armed soldiers with him to protect his family. 

Flavia’s slave has prepared a special welcome 

dinner for the family. The chapter focuses on 

travel and healt, considering mental health.

Back at home in Eboracum, Lepidina and Rufus 

are describing to Pandora the two special days 

when the twins were named. After the naming 

ceremonies, Lepidina and the family returned 

to their home in Eboracum. Flavius decided to 

follow on later, after a day’s hunting with a 

friend. This topic engrosses children in the idea 

of growing up and taking responsibility. Full-

time parent.
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The Best Days of your Life How Beautiful!
A new way of life in 

Eboracum
Comings and goings

Children learn about Roman school life in

chapter four. We discuss how school has 

changed, and how school will be different for 

our children as they move through school.

In this chapter, Children learn about common 

attire including jewellery. Discussing changes in 

culture and fashion, links to future careers, 

sense of individuality.

After saying goodbye to Flavia and Gaius, the 

family eventually arrives in Eboracum. Their 

new home is near the soldiers’ fortress. They 

set off to explore. Rufus discovers that 

workmen are pulling down the granary. Links to 

culinary roles, armed forces, construction. 

Lepidina is cross when she discovers that 

Flavius has sold Pandora Candidus says that 

choosing between slave girls must be rather like 

the beauty contest in which Paris had to judge 

between three goddesses. He tells Trifosa the 

story.This chapter concerns equality and the 

idea that everyone has a voice. Lawyer –

debating.
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Romans and Britons A Sad Day News from near and far Timber into stone
Chapter five’s story includes historical links 

about life in Briton before and after the Roman 

invasion to ensure our development as Britain’s 

through time.
This chapter looks at death in Roman times and 

how people were remembered and honoured. 

An important topic which provides ample 

opportunity to discuss how to deal with grief.

Flavius has been visiting the soldiers in the 

fortress and has heard some sad news. Rufus is 

curious about the weather in Dacia. Corinthus

tells him the story of the seasons. This chapter 

continues to focus on life in the Roman army. 

This helps children to consider future careers 

and their impact upon family.

Rufus and Flavius are walking around 

Eboracum. Everyone seems to be involved with 

the new building projects. Flavius is supervising 

another group of soldiers who are constructing 

a stone gateway. Rufus enjoys watching them. 

Discussion of roles concerning building work, 

working as a team and in partnership to reach a 

common goal. 
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Off to Town Gods! Hear our prayers! Time for celebration! All change for Pandora
The family go to Eboracum (York) shopping. 

This encourages children to consider the 

different roles within shops and use of Maths to 

calculate prices of items.

The final chapter in Minimus focuses around 

religion in Roman times. The topic means that 

children have exposure to the topic of religion 

and beliefs in order to support them, if they 

feel necessary, through life.

The family  have Saturnalia presents for one 

another. Flavius and Lepidina exchange rings. 

Flavius’s ring has an intaglio of Mars; Lepidina’s

has an intaglio of Fortuna. The whole family is 

tired and happy after the Saturnalia. Rufus asks 

Corinthus how the festival came to be called 

the Saturnalia. Religion is a theme which would 

support children to have the best start in their 

future lives.

With a theme of freedom and betrothal, this 

final chapter sees Pandora becomes betrothed. 

After a party, everyone is tired but very happy. 

They are looking forward to the wedding. As 

usual, Corinthus has a story to fit the occasion. 

Cultural capital theme of discussing marriage 

and how relationships change growing up. 


